
Migration Made Simple

SymmetryTM SR System is an affordable migration 
solution for organizations who are faced with the challenge 
of finding a replacement for their “sunsetted” Casi Rusco 
access control systems. The Symmetry SR is a simple one-
and-done solution. It provides customers with an easy to 
deploy, pin-for-pin board replacement that utilizes existing 
wiring, enclosures, readers and badge populations. This 
makes it a fast and affordable method to migrate away 
from the Casi Rusco system. AMAG has helped customers 
of all sizes, including large Fortune 500 companies, convert 
their legacy systems to Symmetry. AMAG’s team of experts 
are there to support every step of the way to ensure a 
smooth transition.

AMAG’s Professional Services team will collaborate with 
system users to customize plans for each replacement 
project and perform database migrations to preserve 
valuable historical data. Regardless of size, the database will 
seamlessly connect over to Symmetry, saving hours of work. 
Symmetry will open the door for end users to reduce costs, 
reduce risk and meet compliance for many years to come. 

SYMMETRY SR RETROFIT

AT A GLANCE
 � Save money on labor costs by utilizing 

existing wiring infrastructure and readers 
(including F/2F)

 � Retain existing cards
 � Reuse existing enclosures, including 

backplane
 � Panel change out takes minutes per 

enclosure ensuring a fast upgrade
 � Seamless database conversion creates a 

smooth transition to Symmetry
 � See threats that are missed when viewed 

in separate system silos
 � Scalable solution that grows as your 

needs change
 � Integrates with SymmetryTM CONNECT 

identity management to manage 
Widentities and enforce compliance
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 The SR product is literally, unplug, put in the new 
board, and plug it back in. This is the smartest 
upgrade solution I’ve ever seen.

- Charles Stricker [Housing Security Director, UN, Reno]
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Most employees don’t realize they have upgraded 
to a more robust state of the art system; It 
happened behind the scenes. The project met all 
of our goals.

- William Chase [Chief of Public Safety, Cambridge Health Alliance]
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